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Tick the optional rules that are used in your games. Optional Advanced Rules are those 
introduced in Old-School Essentials Advanced Fantasy.

Ascending Armour Class: Better AC is higher (unarmoured: 
AC 10, leather: AC 12, chainmail: AC 14, plate mail: AC 16). 
Bonuses increase AC, penalties decrease. Attack rolls use an 
attack bonus, defined by class / monster HD. Ascending AC 
values and attack bonuses noted in [].

Re-rolling hp 1s and 2s: When rolling hit points during 
character creation, rolls of 1 or 2 (before applying any CON 
modifier) may be re-rolled.

High-level play: Human characters may advance beyond level 
14, to a maximum of 36th level.

Reload: Crossbows require a round to reload between shots—
they can only be fired every second round.

Encumbrance (basic): Movement rate is determined by the 
type of armour characters wear and whether they are carrying 
a significant amount of treasure (as judged by the referee).

Encumbrance (detailed): Movement rate is based on the 
total weight of all significant items carried, including treasure, 
weapons, and armour.

Variable wind conditions: Waterborne movement rates are 
adjusted by a daily 2d6 roll for wind conditions.

Individual initiative: Initiative rolls are made for each indi-
vidual involved in a battle, modified by DEX.

Variable weapon damage: Different types of weapons inflict 
different damage, as noted in the equipment lists.

Invulnerabilities: Monsters that can only be harmed by magic 
or silver weapons can also be harmed by other invulnerable 
monsters and by monsters with 5 HD or greater.

Subduing: Intelligent foes can be subdued in combat by mak-
ing non-lethal, bludgeoning blows. Subdual damage is noted 
separately. At 0hp the creature surrenders.

Morale: 2d6 rolls versus monsters’ morale rating is used to 
decide if they may surrender or flee. Morale is checked on the 
first death on a side and when half the side is incapacitated.

Attack rolls using THAC0: Instead of using the attack matrix, 
attacks may be resolved using the THAC0 score. The attack 
roll required to hit can be calculated by subtracting the target’s 
AC from the attacker’s THAC0.

Separate race and class: Instead of just choosing a character 
class, players may separately choose a race and a class.

Multiple classes: Players may choose more than one class 
for their characters. XP is divided between all classes.

Weapon proficiency: Characters are proficient with a limited 
number of types of weapons, determined by their class and 
level. Attacks with non-proficient weapons are penalised.

Restricted weapons: Characters may use weapons restricted 
by their race or class, applying the non-proficiency penalty.

Weapon specialisation: Martial characters can specialise in 
a single weapon, gaining +1 to attack and damage rolls.

Secondary skills: Characters have a secondary profession or 
background skill, in addition to their character class.

Arcane spell casters and staves: Illusionists and magic-users 
can wield a staff in combat.

Lifting demihuman class and level restrictions: Demihu-
mans can choose any class and can advance to any level.

Human racial abilities: Human characters gain +1 CHA, 
+1 CON, and other benefits.

Limits on turning the undead: Each character may attempt 
once per encounter. Turned undead are affected for 1 turn.

Advanced spell book rules: Spell books are unlimited. Spell 
acquisition is governed by INT.

Limits on returning from death: Chance of resurrection is 
governed by CON. Characters lose 1 CON after resurrection.

Attacking with two weapons: Characters with DEX or STR 
prime requisite may wield two weapons, making 2 attacks a 
round. Primary weapon –2 to attack, secondary weapon –4.

Charging into melee: Once per encounter. 20’ (or yard) 
charge, +2 attack bonus / –1 AC this round.

Missile attacks on targets in melee: Randomly determine 
target before attack roll.

Parrying: Characters with STR 13+ may forfeit their attack to 
add their STR bonus to their AC.

Splash weapons: Misses: land 5’ away in random direction 
(1d12, clock face), 5’ radius splash, 1d2 damage. Targeting a 
surface: AC 9 [10], 5’ radius splash, 1d2 damage.
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